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Abstrat

A remarkable lass of soft-real time appliations ex-

hibits a very dynamial behaviour due to the variations

in the treated data. Moreover, suh programs have to

be able to run on hundreds of di�erent platforms. As

a onsequene lassial real-time sheduling algorithms

are not exible enough sine they are based on the exat

knowledge of the tasks' timing parameters. Some of the

approahes proposed so far in the literature guarantee

temporal isolation, but they make a stati assignment

of resoures to eah task, whih, one again, is based

on an a priori knowledge. In this paper we propose

a losed loop method for on-line adapting the fration

of assigned resoure to the task requirements. The ap-

proah is based on adaptive ontrol tehniques and has

resulted to be e�etive in a signi�ant set of real-life

experiments.

1. Introdution

Real-time tehniques, originally aimed at embed-

ded ontrol, are being extended to address a new kind

of appliations. In partiular, multimedia is beom-

ing an appealing �eld. This evolution introdues new

lasses of problems. First, this kind of programs typi-

ally run on hundreds of di�erent mahines. Seondly,

they have to oexist together with many other pro-

grams whih an ause sharp variations in the system's

workload. Finally, the exeution time of eah task a-

tivation (from now on, job) strongly depends on the

partiular data being proessed and not only on the

program.

Classial real-time approahes [15, 6, 5℄ are essen-

tially based on the exat knowledge of tasks' tim-

ing parameters (exeution time and interarrival time),

thus they are not adequate to multimedia appliations.

More reent systems tend to implement some form

of temporal protetion aimed at limiting the damages

aused by misbehaved tasks. Suh tehniques are based

on resoure reservations [18℄ or some form of propor-

tional share sheduling [22, 10℄.

Aording to the Resoure Reservation (RR) ap-

proah, a system is able to enfore that eah task �

i

will use at most an amount C

i

of a resoure in eah

time interval T

i

: in this way a task will never ompro-

mise the other tasks' shedulability by requiring more

than the reserved amount of a given resoure.

Proportional Share (PS) sheduling permits to fairly

share a resoure between a set of tasks based on some

weighting fators assoiated to eah of them: eah task

�

i

reeives a fration

w

i

P

j

w

j

of the total amount of the

resoure, where w

i

is the task weight.

PS and RR are two di�erent ways to address the

same problem of temporal protetion, as shown in [3℄.

These approahes permit to isolate eah task's tempo-

ral behaviour, by desribing it through a weight w

i

,

and a ouple (C

i

; T

i

), respetively. However, at least

an approximate estimate of every single task's demand

on the available resoures is needed in order to provide

the required Quality of Servie (QoS). Using RR or PS,

the a priori knowledge is used to assign the sheduling

parameters ((C

i

; T

i

) or w

i

) [19, 21℄. In a dynami sys-

tem, where no a priori knowledge is available, these

parameters have to be adapted at run-time in order

to keep the QoS stable. This problem an be solved

using a feedbak mehanism to dynamially adapt the

reserved resoures to the task requirements.

A dynami QoS adaptation is tested in [17, 8℄, while

feedbak ontrol shemes are widely used in multimedia

appliations to sale resoure utilization (for example,

see [14℄). In [7℄ a mehanism for hanging the tasks'

utilization fator is presented. All these works present

some form of dynami QoS adaptation, but the utiliza-

tion is saled only by hanging the tasks' rates/periods.

In [11℄ the authors desribe a sheduler providing

resoure reservations and a method to dynamially ad-

just the reserved time. However, it is not lear how

the system behaves in overload situations (when all the
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reservations require to be inreased). This problem is

ommon to other approahes onerning rate adapta-

tion, suh as [23℄.

Most of the methods ited so far propose a simple

proportional feedbak mehanism, showing experimen-

tal evidene of its e�etiveness; the papers do not pro-

vide any theoretial onsideration on the orretness of

the adaptation mehanism.

In [14℄ the authors present a general framework to

ontrol the appliation requests for system resoures

using the amount of alloated resoures as a feedbak.

In partiular, they show that a Proportional Integra-

tive Derivative (PID) ontroller (well known in ontrol

theory and pratie) an be used to bound tasks' re-

soure usage in a stable and fair way. Reently, in

[20℄, a feedbak ontrol mehanism based on a PID

ontroller has been onsidered for observing and ad-

justing the system workload to redue the number of

deadline misses when tasks' exeution times are not

preisely known. In these two works the ontrol meh-

anism has been analyzed to prove its orretness and

stability, but, in order to apply the lassial ontrol

theory, only a simpli�ed (and approximated) system

model has been used. Moreover, in [20℄, the feedbak

mehanism is used to rejet jobs in order to keep the

total number of missed deadlines below a desired value,

but the method annot be used to ontrol the deadline

miss ratio of individual tasks.

In [2℄, the problem of managing the CPU resoure

has been addressed by de�ning some task models suit-

able for multimedia appliations. In partiular, two of

them (the CM task model and the ED task model) use

a feedbak mehanism and a PI ontroller for adjust-

ing the reserved fration of CPU bandwidth. Although

the approah proposed in [2℄ is promising, several is-

sues are not treated in a formal way. For example, the

ontroller parameters are experimentally tuned and a

general proof of the system stability is missing.

In this paper, we deided to treat the system as \a

blak-box" trying to estimate an approximate model

for tuning the ontroller's parameters while the system

is being ontrolled. This tehnique has long been inves-

tigated in the ontrol system ommunity and is known

as adaptive ontrol. With this solution, the �nal user is

not required to provide any ontroller parameter, sine

the ontroller gets automatially tuned on the system.

In order to study the appliability of adaptive on-

trol to real-time resoure management, the framework

presented in our previous work has been extended. An

adaptive and extended form of the PID ontroller has

proven to be an e�etive solution.

We remark that the system an surprisingly be on-

trolled even with a little knowledge on its physial

model. Moreover, adaptive ontrol tehniques for this

lass of problems are relatively easy to design and im-

plement and have produed enouraging results.

The paper is organized as follows: in Setion 2 we

desribe the system model and introdue the problem;

in Setion 3 we briey desribe the adaptive ontrol

tehniques used in the rest of the paper; in Setion

4 we present the implementation of the QoS manager

used for our experiments and show the experimental

results, while the onlusions are stated in Setion 5.

2. Problem Desription

As an example of the problems presented in the pre-

vious setion, onsider an MPEG player. Sine frames

are proessed by a periodi ativity, a deadline an nat-

urally be assoiated with eah job. However, the qual-

ity of the presentation is not signi�antly a�eted if the

data of eah frame are made available in a suÆiently

small neighborhood of the deadline. The amplitude of

this neighborhood an be used as a possible metris for

ontrolling the QoS assoiated with the data stream.

Starting from an initial situation where the deviation

from the deadline is large, our goal is to hange the

amount of resoures assigned to the task, ating on

the sheduler parameters, until the deviation from the

deadline is aeptable (ideally 0).

Any sheduling algorithm endowed with temporal

protetion an be used to implement this idea. For

this work, we hose to serve eah task by a dediated

Constant Bandwidth Server (CBS) [1℄, sheduled by

a global Earliest Deadline First (EDF) sheduler [15℄.

The CBS provides an intuitive output variable to be

used as a feedbak: the CBS Sheduling Error, whih

will be de�ned below.

In the remainder of this setion, we will briey de-

sribe the CBS mehanism. The CBS is a servie meh-

anism �rst presented in [1℄, where it was used to im-

plement a bandwidth reservation strategy. Readers in-

terested to a omplete desription of the algorithm and

of its properties are referred to the ited paper; in this

ontext we reall a few basi onepts whih an be

useful for a better understanding of our feedbak meh-

anism.

A CBS is desribed by two parameters Q

s

and T

s

,

where Q

s

is the server maximum budget, T

s

an be

thought of as a kind of server period, while

Q

s

T

s

is the

server bandwidth. The servie mehanism an be sum-

marized as follows: when a new request arrives at time

r

i;j

, the server heks whether it an be sheduled using

the last assigned deadline, otherwise the request is as-

signed an initial deadline equal to r

i;j

+ T

s

. If the job

exeutes for more than Q

s

time units, its sheduling
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deadline is postponed by T

s

. In this way, it is guaran-

teed that eah ative task an exeute for at least Q

s

time units in every interval T

s

, but an not demand

more than Q

s

time units in the same interval. If a

task misbehaves (i.e., it requests more than expeted),

its exeution is slowed down without ompromising the

QoS guaranteed to the other tasks (temporal isolation).

It is worth pointing out that if the worst ase exeu-

tion time C

i

and the minimum interarrival time T

i

of

task �

i

are exatly known, using a CBS with parame-

ters Q

s

= C

i

and T

s

= T

i

a bandwidth U

s

=

Q

s

T

s

=

C

i

T

i

is reserved to the task and it is guaranteed that the

sheduling deadline will not be postponed (hard guar-

antee).

We an now introdue the following de�nition:

De�nition 1 Given a task �

i

servied by a CBS having

parameters Q

s

and T

s

, if a job J

i;j

is issued for the task

at time r

i;j

, the CBS sheduling error �

i;j

is de�ned as

follows:

�

i;j

= d

s

i;j

� r

i;j

� T

s

(1)

where d

s

i;j

is the last deadline assigned to J

i; j

(after

possibly having been postponed).

We remark that if the deadline is not postponed the

sheduling error is zero. Also, the sheduling error is

meaningfully de�ned only after the �rst deadline as-

signment (i.e., the �rst job). When �

i;j

> 0, the task

is not assigned a suÆient bandwidth and its reserved

budget Q

s

has to be inreased until �

i;j

beomes zero.

3. Adaptive Control

The CBS sheduling system an be viewed as a a

\plant" to be ontrolled, represented by a di�erene

equation. Considering a single task, the sheduling er-

ror as de�ned in Equation(1) is the output variable;

following a traditional ontrol notation we an denote

suh a variable with the y(k) symbol. The input vari-

able is the reserved bandwidth B(k). The ontrol prob-

lem an be stated as follows: �nd a ontrol law for the

input variable B(k) suh that

lim

k!1

y(k) = 0:

The plant is very hard to treat for several reasons. Both

the state and the output evolution follow a nonlinear

law. Moreover, the system is exited by a random sig-

nal (the tasks omputation time) whih annot be ex-

ternally ontrolled. Designing a ontrol law diretly

tailored on the nonlinear and stohasti system model

is a hard task. A typial approah, in these ases, is to

�nd an approximating linear system in the neighbor-

hood of an equilibrium point and design the ontrol law

Calc

Param.

Contr. Param

Estim

controller Process

w e u y

Figure 1. Scheme of a selftuning regulator
(STR)

referring to the linearized system. This approah an-

not be applied \as it is", sine the system under analy-

sis exhibits a very dynamial behaviour and an swiftly

hange its working points depending on the harater-

istis of the data stream.

One of the solutions proposed in the literature to

ope with the plant's variations is adaptive ontrol, in

whih the ontroller parameters are updated depending

on the \situation" as it is identi�ed on-line. Readers

interested to a more omplete understanding of adap-

tive tehniques within linear ontrol shemes is referred

to [12℄ and [4℄ and to the itations therein.

The ontrol sheme that we have used in our appli-

ation belongs to the lass of self-tuning regulators and

is shown in Figure 1. The sheme is omposed of two

ontrol loops. The inner loop inludes the plant and an

ordinary linear feedbak regulator. The outer loop is

aimed at estimating the plant model and adjusting the

regulator parameters. This sheme an be viewed as

an automated proess for identifying the system and

designing the ontroller, in whih the plant \model"

and the ontrol sheme are updated at eah sampling

period. When designing this kind of ontrollers at least

three points have to be addressed. The �rst point is

what kind of mathematial model should be used for

the plant. The seond one is how to perform the on-

line model estimation. Thirdly, a hoie has to be made

on what ontrol law shall be used and how it an be

adapted to the plant model being estimated.

As far as the system model is onerned, we have

used the ARMAX model desribed by:

A(z

-1

)y(z)�B(z

-1

)z

-d

u(z) = D(z

-1

)v(z): (2)

where y(z) is the Z-transform of the output signal, u(z)

is the Z-transform of the input signal, and v(z) is the

Z-transform of a statistially independent stohasti

signal v(k) having mean Efv(k)g = 0 and variane

�

2

v

. A;B;D are polynomials in the variable z

-1

having
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onstant oeÆients: The d parameter is an integer

non-negative number alled \deadtime".

The set of parameters to be identi�ed are: �

T

=

[a

1

; : : : ; a

m

; b

1

; : : : ; b

m

; d

1

; : : : ; d

m

℄.

The experimental determination of the dynamial

behaviour of a proess and of its signals is alled iden-

ti�ation. Sine our models are parametri we will use

the term \parameters estimation" as a synonymous of

\identi�ation". Moreover, for our purposes, we are

mostly interested in the identi�ation algorithms based

on a real-time proessing, aording to whih at eah

sampling instant, input and output signals are olleted

and used to re�ne the estimation of the system's pa-

rameters. Suh tehniques will be alled, following the

urrent literature, reursive parameter estimations.

Classial methods belonging to this lass are least

square estimation and its variants. A omprehensive

disussion of this approah is out of the sope of this

paper and an be found in [16, 9℄.

The basi idea is the following. At every step, the

urrent measurements for the inputs and the outputs

are used to update the � = [�y(k � 1) : : : � y(k �

m)u(k � d� 1) : : : u(k � d�m)℄

T

vetor; then the fol-

lowing equation is applied:

K(k) = P (k)�(k)

^

�(k) =

^

�(k � 1) +K(k)(y(k)� �

T

(k)

^

�(k � 1))

P (k) = (I �K(k)�

T

(k))P (k � 1)=� (3)

where

^

� is the estimated parameters vetor, and P is a

ovariane matrix, whih for pratial purposes, an be

initialized with a diagonal matrix having a wide norm,

and � is a forgetting fator used to aount for the

parameters time variations.

This method's orretness is boring to prove but,

at the same time, very intuitive. Aording to this

method, at eah step, the parameters estimate is or-

reted proportionally to \how far we missed the target"

(Equation(3)) i.e., to the di�erene between the atual

measurement y(k) and the measurement based on the

previous estimate

^

�(k � 1). The other equations are

used to ompute the appropriate weighting fators.

The last problem to be addressed is the hoie of

the ontrol law and of its adaptation mehanism. One

of the best known approahes for realizing simple on-

trollers is the PID ontroller, whih provides aept-

able solutions for a surprisingly large lass of ontrol

problems. Reent works [14, 20℄ have proven the ef-

fetiveness of using a PID ontroller in the lass of ap-

pliations we are dealing with. However, none of the

ited works o�ers solutions to the problem of tuning

the ontroller parameters.

The basi PID ontroller was �rst oneived in the

ontinuous time domain. For small sampling time, its

behaviour an be approximated by the following reur-

sive disrete expression:

u(k)� u(k � 1) = q

0

e(k) + q

1

e(k � 1) + q

2

e(k � 2)

q

0

= K(1 +

T

D

T

0

)

q

1

= �K(1 + 2

T

D

T

0

�

T

0

T

I

)

q

2

= K

T

D

T

0

where e is the di�erene between the desired output

and the measured one, and K, T

I

andT

D

are the pro-

portional gain, the integration time and the deriva-

tive time of the ontinuous time equation, respetively,

while T

0

is the sampling period. In order to apply

a PID algorithm in the ontext of an adaptive on-

troller we have two speify the riteria for hoosing

on-line the q

i

parameters, or, in other words, for solv-

ing on-line a ontrol design problem. We have hosen

the approah of assigning the losed-loop poles. Sup-

pose the plant transfer funtion be G

p

(z), and the PID

ontroller have the form G



(z) =

q

0

+q

1

z

�1

+q

2

z

�2

1�z

�1

. The

resulting harateristi equation of the losed loop sys-

tem is 1 +G



G

p

. The design tehnique is based upon

assigning the pole of the losed loop system.

Sine the proposed ontroller has only three free pa-

rameters (q

0

; q

1

; q

2

) and the number of the resulting

polynomial oeÆients is m+d+2, the method an be

applied exatly only if m+ d+2 = 3. In our study we

hose d = 0 and m = 1.

4. Experimental Results

The appliation of the presented adaptive ontrol

tehniques has been tested on a meaningful ase study

onsisting of a set of CBS served periodi tasks having

a wide variane in the omputation time requested by

eah job. We have identi�ed suh an appliation in a

set of MPEG players proessing sequenes of frames in

di�erent windows on the sreen. Sine the streams are

haraterized by a variable bit rate (VBR), the frame

deoding time are subjet to large variations. Further

stohasti variations in the exeution time of eah job

are due to the possibility of dynamially opening other

windows.

Our implementation framework has been based on

the QoS manager desribed in [2℄, implemented on the

HARTIK real-time kernel [13℄. This kernel natively

supports EDF sheduling and bandwidth reservation

through the CBS. In this setion, the exeution envi-

ronment is briey desribed and then the experimental

results are presented.
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QoS lib
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End Instance
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Bandwidth

CPU

Figure 2. Scheme of the QoS Manager.

The system is omposed of two di�erent types of

tasks: the regular tasks and the adaptive tasks. Regu-

lar tasks are haraterized by �xed sheduling param-

eters, and are implemented as HARTIK (periodi or

aperiodi) real-time tasks, while adaptive tasks have

time-varying (adaptive) parameters, as desribed in the

previous setions

1

.

Sine the visibility of the parameters relative to all of

the adaptive tasks' is needed to perform the bandwidth

adaptation, an ative entity (the QoS manager) is used

to adjust the parameters. The QoS manager is im-

plemented ad a regular aperiodi task, alled qosman,

having the global system visibility (see Figure 2). This

task is used to reate adaptive tasks and to manage

their bandwidth aording to some user de�ned poliy.

The proposed solution is more exible and portable

than a kernel hardwired one (modi�ation of the ker-

nel sheduler to support QoS management), and an

be easily implemented on other kernels that do not na-

tively support sheduling parameters adaptation.

When the qosman task is reated, it takes from the

system all the available CPU bandwidth in order to

distribute it among the demanding tasks.

When the appliation needs to reate an adaptive

1

in this work we onsider only periodi adaptive tasks

task, it must issue a request to the qosman (through a

library all), speifying the task period T

i

. After this

all the task is reated and added to the set of managed

tasks. The task is served by a CBS with server period

T

s

= T

i

, and maximum budget Q

s

starting from a

small value.

At eah period, the adaptive task is ativated (i.e., a

new job is reated for that task). When the job �nishes,

the task has to notify this event to the qosman task

(through another library all); in this way, qosman has

the possibility of measuring a set of quantities of inter-

est for its ativities on the QoS management. For our

purposes, the measured quantity is the CBS sheduling

error �

i;j

, whih is our ontrolled variable y

i

(j). Af-

ter measuring this quantity, qosman omputes the new

reserved bandwidth B

i

= u

i

(j) = G(u

i

(j � 1); u

i

(j �

2); :::; y

i

(j); y

i

(j�1); :::) aording to the feedbak on-

trol law and adjusts the maximum budget of the CBS

serving the task (Q

s

= B

i

T

i

); then the task is deati-

vated.

When a new task is reated or when the QoS man-

ager deides to inrease the bandwidth reserved to an

adaptive task (as a response to a job termination), it

is possible that

P

i

B

i

> 1; in this ase all the reserved

bandwidths have to be ompressed. In [2℄ we proposed

a ompression equation

^

B

i

= B

i

w

i

B

max

P

j

B

j

w

j

;

for the experiments on adaptive ontrol we hose to

give all tasks the same importane (8�

i

; �

j

; w

i

= w

j

),

obtaining a simple proportional ompression rule:

^

B

i

= B

i

B

max

P

j

B

j

:

Using this framework, we implemented the PID

adaptive ontrol mehanisms. At the end of eah job

the QoS manager is ativated and performs the follow-

ing ations:

1. sample the sheduling error;

2. use the newly sampled data (and the stored old

ones) [u

i

(j � 1); u

i

(j � 2); :::; y

i

(j); y

i

(j � 1); :::℄ to

re�ne the a

i

, b

i

parameters estimation (using the

RLS algorithm);

3. use the updated model to tune the ontroller pa-

rameters;

4. apply the ontrol law to ompute the new assigned

bandwidth B

i

;

5. adjust the sheduling parameter Q

s

= B

i

T

i

.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the reserved bandwidth (two identical MPEG Players, Adaptive PID controller).
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Figure 4. Evolution of the scheduling error (two identical MPEG Players, Adaptive PID controller).

The adaptive ontrol shemes have been used to play

multiple VBR MPEG streams, measuring the inter-

frames times and the ontrolled CBS sheduling error.

We assumed the following plant model:

y(t) = �ay(t� 1) + bu(t� 1);

the assigned losed-loop poles were Z

1

= 0:3, Z

2

= 0:2,

and Z

3

= 0:1.

The adaptive PID ontroller has been able to prop-

erly adjust the reserved bandwidth and to ontrol the

sheduling error to zero also in the ase of multiple a-

tivated tasks. Experiments on a large number of task

sets reveal that the ontroller needs an initial transient

for \learning" the system model before its ation be-

omes e�etive.

As an example, we report the ontroller behaviour

on a spei� experiment: the task set is omposed of 2

adaptive tasks �

1

and �

2

, with periods T

1

= T

2

= 33ms

deoding the same MPEG stream. Figure 3 plots the

evolution of the reserved bandwidth over time, while

Figure 5 plots the evolution of the estimated parame-

ters. Figure 4 plots the evolution of the CBS sheduling

error: as an be seen, after time 2000ms the ontrolled

value is near the desired value 0. Sine the system

workload is near to one, the sheduling error annot be

onstantly kept at the 0 value. A reasonable explana-

tion an be given to some of the observed phenomena

in the output dynamis. During the initial phase the

most important signal driving the system identi�ation

proess is the sheduling error, and the role played by

the stohasti disturbanes (the variations in the frame

deoding time) is limited. When the sheduling error is

�nally redued to very low values, the disturbanes im-

portane inrease. As a onsequene in the presene of

frames requiring a big deoding time, the systems es-

timated parameters an experiene some utuations

whih result in a ripple on the output variable. How-

ever, the obtained QoS is not seriously a�eted.

5. Conlusions and Open Issues

In this paper we have presented a novel approah

for using feedbak in real-time sheduling, based on

adaptive ontrol theory.

The proposed tehnique allows to adjust the re-

soures assigned to every single task without requir-
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Figure 5. Evolution of the estimated ARMAX parameters for Task 1.

ing any a-priory knowledge about the task require-

ments and without any onsideration about the system

model. For this reason, this sheme is very general and

an easily be applied in di�erent ontexts. The imple-

mentation solutions an be applied to di�erent arhi-

tetures with little e�orts.

This work is an initial step towards a more system-

ati appliation of ontrol theory to resoure alloation

problems, and proposes a ompletely new perspetive.

Many important issues, on this way, are still open �elds

for researh.

The experimental results obtained using the PID

ontroller are promising. Adaptive ontrol turns out

to be an e�etive hoie for dynamially adjusting re-

soure reservation. However, the ontrol literature of-

fers a wide set of solutions to the same problem. Re-

striting to the �eld of linear adaptive ontrol, there

are families of ontrollers other than PID. In parti-

ular an interesting alternative ould be the minimum

variane ontrollers whih are able to expliitly keep

into aount stohasti disturbanes. One of our fu-

ture works will be testing these possibilities. As far

as the PID ontroller is onerned, we are interested

in exploring the assigned poles inuene on the system

performane, through a set of well-de�ned and signi�-

ant metris.

Another interesting work ould be applying Kalman

�ltering tehniques to aount for the random fators

derived from the job exeution times. From the im-

plementation point of view, we aim at extending our

sheme to non periodi tasks and to port the QoS man-

ager to platforms other than HARTIK.
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